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Claudio Reyna Quotes

       EA SPORTS has a strong partnership with adidas and through this
relationship they approached adidas about using some of their top
players from around the world. 
~Claudio Reyna

I have seen games on Xbox 360 and HD TV and I'm amazed at how
realistic the players look. 
~Claudio Reyna

We care about how many players you develop rather than how many
trophies you win. 
~Claudio Reyna

It is an honor to be on the cover of this game because the World Cup is
such a big thing around the world. My kids are really quite impressed so
that's fun. 
~Claudio Reyna

I think kids should be doing pickup or futsal all the time. 
~Claudio Reyna

Sometimes we're the big game in town. Other times, we're kind of a
side show.  (on Manchester City) 
~Claudio Reyna

Saturday was 90 minutes when people would judge whether we were
the real deal 
~Claudio Reyna

What I've noticed in this game is how EA has even duplicated my
moves and my style of play perfectly. It is really incredible and a lot of
fun to play. 
~Claudio Reyna
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We're a crazy country about sports, but for the longest time, only
followed our own sports. 
~Claudio Reyna

I think we have our sports within our own culture that are huge with
baseball, football, basketball, and hockey. Those are the sports in
America that we grow up with and soccer isn't really there yet. 
~Claudio Reyna
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